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Abstract

A chamber was constructed within which snow crystals were grown on a string at
various temperatures, relative humidities, and acetic acid gas phase mole fraction.
The temperature, relative humidity, and acid mole fraction were measured for the first
time at the point of crystal growth. Snow crystal morphological transition temperature5

shifts were recorded as a function of acid mole fraction, and interpreted according to
the calculated acid concentration in the crystal’s quasi-liquid layer, which increased in
thickness as a function of acid mole fraction, thereby affecting the crystal’s morphology
according to the hypothesis of Kuroda and Lacmann. Deficiencies in the understanding
of the quasi-liquid layer and its role in determining snow crystal morphology are briefly10

discussed.

1 Introduction

1.1 Initial snow crystal studies

The natural snow crystal is an interestingly complex species whose study is important
for understanding natural phenomena such as: light scattering, snow pack density,15

permeability, albedo, chemical scavenging, avalanche events, and icing inside aircraft
engines (Pasztor, 2008). It has been observed by scientists from the days of Kep-
pler (Keppler, 1966) and Descartes (Descartes, 1974); however, it was not until the
early twentieth century that significant scientific study of these crystals was begun by
Ukichiro Nakaya (Nakaya, 1954). Nakaya was the first to study the influence of tem-20

perature and water supersaturation on the morphology of snow crystals (Fig. 1).
Nakaya collected snow crystals on top of Mount Tokachi, Japan, and organized them

according to ambient humidity and temperature (Nakaya, 1954). He later grew his own
crystals on rabbit hair within a chamber, again measuring the humidity and temperature
within the chamber, though not at the point of crystal growth. Similar experiments have25
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been conducted over the past seventy years involving diffusion modeling (K. G. Lib-
brecht, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, E-mail, personal communi-
cation, 4 June 2005) and estimation methods (Kobayashi, 1961; Hallett and Mason,
1958) to determine humidity at the point of crystal growth. However, such methods are
problematic due to the chamber’s steep temperature and humidity gradients. These5

parameters do not necessarily change linearly throughout the chamber (see Fig. 2),
and can vary from day to day at a single point, making repeated measurement neces-
sary. In past studies non-clean air, such as room air, or air doped with acids (Libbrecht,
2001, 2005; Libbrecht et al., 2002), alcohols (Anderson et al., 1969), or other organic
species (Anderson et al., 1969; Libbrecht et al., 2002), were used in crystal growth10

chambers. To date, there has been no quantitative measurement of these species, or
humidity, at the point of crystal growth.

1.2 QLL influence

Significant work has been done to better understand the underlying physics of morpho-
logical transitions, crystal structure, and the role of the quasi-liquid layer (QLL). The15

QLL is a thin layer of relatively disordered water on the surface, and grain boundaries
(Vrbka and Jungwirth, 2006) of ice, commonly known to make ice slippery (Rosen-
berg, 2005). For pure water ice, the QLL is believed to be caused by the decrease
of surrounding molecules to which the surface water molecules would hydrogen bond,
inducing a molecular anharmonicity (Wettlaufer, 2001; Fukuta, 1987; Nada and Fu-20

rukawa, 1997a, b; Furukawa and Nada, 1997) thereby allowing this thin layer of water
to exist below water’s theoretical melting point (Makkonen, 1997). For example, Fig. 3
shows the results of a molecular dynamics simulation for the QLL in pure water ice.
Though the thickness of the QLL at various temperatures, and its temperature of on-
set, remains debatable, it is well known that the thickness decreases with decreasing25

temperature (Sadtchenko and Ewing, 2002, 2003; Voss et al., 2005; Ewing, 2004; Wei
and Shen, 2002), and differs depending on the ice crystal’s facet (Nada and Furukawa,
1997b; Kuroda and Lacmann, 1982; Furukawa, 1997; Carignano et al., 2005; Nada
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and Furukawa, 1996; Furukawa et al., 1987a, b). These differences in QLL thickness,
and the physical shape of the crystal, cause different rates of crystal facet growth and
thereby change the crystal’s morphology as a function of temperature (Carignano et
al., 2005; Kuroda and Lacmann, 1982; Libbrecht, 2005). It is hypothesized that the
equilibrium vapor pressure of water above the QLL differs from that over ice, and the5

vapor pressure will change as a function of solute concentration, and crystal facet.
An exhaustive review regarding the physics of ice crystal growth has recently been
published by Libbrecht (2005).

1.3 Atmospheric implications

During polar sunrise (March in the Arctic) an interesting series of reactions occur re-10

sulting in total destruction of tropospheric/boundary layer ozone (Barrie et al., 1988)
by a heterogeneous catalytic reaction involving bromine free radicals (De Haan et al.,
1999; Finlayson-Pitts, 2003; Finlayson-Pitts et al., 1990; Hönninger and Platt, 2002).
It is believed that an acidic surface must be available for the initiation and propagation
of this catalytic reaction (Fan and Jacob, 1992; Finlayson-Pitts, 2003; Abbatt, 1994).15

Initially, it was believed that frost flowers, highly saline hoar frost crystals that form over
open leads (Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994), provided this surface as they were
believed to have an extremely large specific surface area (Rankin and Wolff, 2002).
However, evidence has shown this to not be the case (Dominé et al., 2005), with re-
cent research focusing on the snowpack (Dominé et al., 2005; Simpson et al., 2005)20

and first year sea ice (Jones et al., 2006; Simpson et al., 2007) as the potential reac-
tion surface to catalyze the activation of bromine. Clearly, a better understanding of
the snow crystal’s surface will further elucidate its role in ozone depletion events, and
allow explicit modeling of these processes.
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1.4 Current work

To date, the hypothesis that QLL thickness and crystal morphology are interlinked has
not been experimentally tested, to the best of our knowledge. It has been shown, in
pure water ice, that a distinct morphology transition around −10◦C occurs, with some
evidence for the QLL disappearing near the same temperature (Kuroda and Lacmann,5

1982; Sadtchenko and Ewing, 2002, 2003). It is well known that addition of an ionizable
solute will decrease the melting point of the solvent relative to its pure state. It is
proposed that by introducing varying amounts of gaseous acetic acid (AA) into a crystal
growth chamber the AA uptake into the growing crystal will alter the QLL thickness
in a controlled manner (Voss et al., 2005; Cho et al., 2002), allowing observation of10

changes in morphology transition temperatures. Any shift in transition temperature,
as a function of AA mole fraction, could be associated with a change in acid mole
fraction and thereby QLL thickness. Conversely, the absence of such an observation
could suggest the QLL does not play a role in morphological transitions. The observed
variations in snow crystal morphology with all parameters (humidity, AA mole fraction,15

and temperature), measured at the point of crystal growth, are presented herein.

2 Experimental procedure

2.1 Chamber design

A snow crystal growth chamber was constructed after the design of Libbrecht (1999)
and is shown schematically in Fig. 4. Briefly, the multi-walled chamber sides were20

constructed of 6 mm Plexiglass with each Plexiglass layer separated by 2.54 cm of
Styrofoam insulation. The bottom and top plates were 3.8 cm thick aluminum blocks
with the bottom plate channeled to allow flow of coolant (Syltherm-XLT). Both plates
had type K thermocouples embedded to allow measurement of the temperature of
each. Two sets of fins project from the bottom plate perpendicular to the plane of25
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the plate. One set extended inside the innermost Plexiglass chamber where crystals
grew, with the other surrounded by a layer of insulation. Both sets of fins aided in
the establishment of a steep temperature gradient which is required for crystal growth
(K. G. Libbrecht, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, E-mail, personal
communication, 4 June 2005). The top plate was heated to 40◦C (±0.1; controlled via5

Omega micro-controller) to help establish the temperature gradient, limit condensation,
and to eliminate any influence of varying room temperature. The chamber was sealed
with Permatex RTV clear silicon adhesive.

A Neslab ULT-80DD recirculating chiller was retrofitted with an Omega micro-
controller for increased bath temperature stability. The coolant was flowed through the10

chamber’s bottom plate at 10 L/min to ensure equal cooling across the plate at a set
point temperature of −56◦C (+0.7, −0.2). Though the bath temperature fluctuated rel-
atively widely, it had little impact on the chamber’s internal temperature (±0.05◦C).

In the initial experiments snow crystals were grown, using Libbrecht’s method (Lib-
brecht, 2005), on the tip of an electrode inserted through the bottom plate with a po-15

tential of +2000 V allowing one crystal to grow at a time. To expedite data acquisition
the majority of crystals grown were grown on a string (33% mercerized cotton, 67%
polyester) hanging vertically through the center of the chamber to enable crystal growth
at several temperatures and relative humidities at once, as previously described (Hal-
lett and Mason, 1958; Hiramatsu and Sturm, 2005). The crystals were illuminated by20

a halogen lamp through a 2.5 cm wide slit in the insulation running the whole height of
the chamber, and were photographed through another slit of the same dimensions via
a Nikon Coolpix 5400 digital camera.

2.2 Water and AA vapor sources

Water vapor was input to the chamber by flowing clean air (350 mL/min; MKS 1179)25

from a Whatman Clean Air Generator (CAG; 74-5041) through a temperature con-
trolled bubbler containing a saturated potassium sulfate (J. T. Baker; A.C.S. Reagent
Grade) solution in Millipore water. The bubbler was temperature controlled by a Nes-
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lab RTE 5B recirculating chiller pumping an ethylene glycol/water solution (70/30 by
volume) through a jacket surrounding the bubbler to maintain a temperature of 25.5◦C
(±0.05). The sodium sulfate was used before we started using the temperature con-
trolled bubbler system, to prevent the bubbler air from being saturated at a given room
temperature, which would allow water to condense in transfer lines. However, the salt5

was allowed to remain in the bubbler for consistency. Experiments were conducted
without the salt (i.e. Millipore water) with no observable deviation between the two sets
of conditions.

The AA source was a certified Dynacal Permeation Device in a VICI Metronics Dy-
nacalibrator 190 permeation oven set to 32.0◦C (inlet concentration of 0.9 ppm±0.03 at10

60 mL/min; MKS 1179), 40.0◦C (3.2 ppm±0.64), and 60.0◦C (4.8 ppm±0.29) depend-
ing on the desired gas phase acid mole fraction. The AA source was connected to
the clean humid air source outside the top plate via a quarter inch stainless steel tee.
Though the moles of AA introduced in the chamber were flow rate independent, a con-
stant flow rate was maintained throughout the experiments. For clean air experiments15

the chamber was disassembled and washed with 2 M sodium hydroxide (Mallinckrodt
AR), rinsed with Millipore water, and reassembled without the permeation oven con-
nected to the humid air input.

2.3 Snow crystal measurements

Temperature was measured by inserting a 6 mm Teflon tube, with a 1.5 mm type K20

thermocouple inside it that extended 5 cm from the end of the Teflon, to the point of
crystal growth.

Absolute humidity measurements were initially recorded using a Li-COR 7000
CO2/water analyzer and later using a Vaisala HMT 330 humidity sensor. The two
instruments agreed to within ±5% (RH) at 0◦C. The Vaisala instrument’s relative hu-25

midity error was measured using a series of dilutions of 100% RH air from a bubbler
to achieve 100% RH levels at various temperatures. The RH offset was observed to
increase with decreasing temperature, by −0.5% at 0◦C to +40% at −50◦C. Therefore,
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these values (−0.5% and 40%) are taken as maximum uncertainty limits in RH units.
A 13 mm diameter silco-steel sampling tube was inserted to the point of crystal

growth with the external end connected to a mass flow controller and pump to sam-
ple air from the chamber at a flow rate comparable to the flow rate into the chamber.
The sampling tube (Fig. 5) had a 6 mm silco-steel tube wrapped in nichrome wire in-5

side it, with both ends of the larger tube capped with Teflon plugs to force air through
the 6 mm tube. The nichrome wire, insulated with glass tape, was used as a resistive
heater to heat the inner tube (8◦C; controlled via Omega micro-controller) above ambi-
ent temperature to prevent condensation on the inner walls. Humidity was measured,
with both sensors, in units of parts per thousand by volume (ppthv ) and converted to10

relative humidity, with respect to ice (Handbook, Internet Version, 2007), according to
the temperature at the point of measurement. All silco-steel was sylonized (Silon CT,
Supelco) to limit adsorption.

Acetic acid samples were acquired in a manner similar to those for humidity. Sam-
ple air was directed into a series of two impingers each containing 5 mL of ≈1×10−5 M15

potassium bicarbonate (Mallinckrodt, A.C.S. Grade). Typical flow rates and sample
times were 120 mL/min (MKS 1179) and 60 min, respectively, yielding >95% collec-
tion efficiency per impinger. The mass of individual impingers with base solution, be-
fore and after sample collection, was recorded using a Mettler Toledo AG245 analytical
balance to determine the final mass of water. A density of 1.0 g/mL for the solution was20

assumed and from the calculated solution masses the final solution volume was cal-
culated and used for determination of acetate concentration in solution and gas phase
mole fraction. The samples were transferred to 0.5 mL Polyvial cuvettes, sealed with
filter caps, and stored in a freezer at −45.0◦C until analysis. The acetate concentration
was not observed to change as a function of time in the freezer. Experiments were25

conducted to determine the amount of carryover (desorbing analyte on sample lines
from previous samples) between samples; the carryover was below the instrument’s
limit of detection.

The concentration of acetate in the samples was determined using a Dionex DX500
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ion chromatograph with an ED40 detector, AS9-HC column, and AG9-HC guard col-
umn. A 3.5 mM carbonate/bicarbonate eluent (1:1, 1 mL/min flow rate) was used,
yielding typical acetate ion peak retention times of five minutes. Eluent was prepared
from sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate (Mallinckrodt, A.C.S. Grade), weighed
on the analytical balance and dissolved in Millipore water (<18 MΩ) filtered through5

a filtering support pad (Dionex AP10037x) in a Fisher Büchner funnel. As aerosol from
the bubbler solution may be a potential source of contamination, the chamber air was
tested for sulfate. No sulfate was observed in the chromatograms.

Acetate standards were prepared using sodium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, A.C.S.
Grade), dried at 200◦C for two weeks in an oven purged with dry clean air, weighed10

on the analytical balance and diluted in Millipore water. Peak areas were integrated
using the Dionex software.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 General

Snow crystals were grown on the tip of an electrode, and on a string hanging vertically15

through the chamber. Growing crystals on a string provided the distinct advantage
of displaying a spatial gradient of conditions enabling the determination of transition
temperatures. Sample photographs of the snow crystals are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Interestingly, no morphological diversity was observed in clean air experiments, for
which all crystals were filament-like needles (Fig. 6e, f). However, in the presence20

of AA different morphologies were observed as a function of temperature and relative
humidity, with transition temperatures changing with AA mole fraction.

The crystals that formed on the electrode (+2 kV) were initially very long, thin nee-
dles. After the formation of these needles the potential was slowly decreased to zero
to allow crystals to form on the tip of the needle (Bartlett et al., 1963; Libbrecht, 2001;25

Libbrecht and Tanusheva, 1999, 1998; Libbrecht et al., 2002; Svishchev and Kusalik,
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1996). Interestingly, as the potential was decreased to zero the needles bent towards
the electrode, and if the potential increased the needles straightened out again. When
the potential was rapidly increased the ice crystals would eject from the electrode to-
wards the walls.

Transition temperatures between morphological types were determined by one of5

two methods. First, if the crystals grew to some extent in the vertical direction they
may cross a transition temperature and change their morphology (Figs. 6d; 7a, c, d).
Second, if no crystals grew in the vertical direction the transition temperature was es-
timated according to the temperature at which the individual crystals’ morphology on
the string changes (Fig. 6c). Throughout the study the predominant morphologies ob-10

served were dendrites, needles, plates, and hollow columns. The humidities present in
the chamber typically exceeded 150%, with respect to ice. It is important to note that
such a high humidity does not affect the morphology of the crystals at these relatively
high temperatures, but does tend to make them more dendritic, as indicated in Fig. 1
(Kuroda and Lacmann, 1982).15

It was generally observed that crystals grew faster at lower temperatures. This is
expected (Libbrecht, 2005) as the degree of supersaturation increased exponentially
with decreasing temperature (Fig. 2) due to the constant flow of warm humid air into
the chamber, with some degree of turbulent mixing in the vertical direction. The rate
of crystal growth increases with the square root of supersaturation as represented20

in Eq. (1) (Libbrecht, 2005) where vn is growth rate (m/s), α is the dimensionless
condensation coefficient, csat is the equilibrium number density over an ice surface
(molecules/cm3), csolid is the number density for ice (molecules/cm3), k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, m is mass of one water molecule (kg), and σsurf is
supersaturation (dimensionless) directly over the growing ice surface.25

vn = α ·
csat

csolid

√
kTσsurf

2πm
(1)
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3.2 Dependence of morphology on AA concentration

It is interesting to note that similar morphologies were observed for all AA mole frac-
tions except for the clean air samples (Fig. 6e, f). In the clean air samples there was
a uniform, temperature independent, morphology that covered the entire temperature
range. It seems that an impurity such as AA is required for morphological diversity,5

as proposed in recent modeling studies (Libbrecht, 2008). Given longer growth times
(e.g. 12–24 h) the crystals began to be clustered making any observation of morpho-
logical transitions difficult; however, from the shorter growth time measurements, and
from observation of crystals growing through the temperature where a morphology
change should occur, but does not (Fig. 6e, f), we conclude that there is no morpho-10

logical diversity in the clean air experiments. We are unable to find a previous report
of this distinct paucity of morphological diversity for snow crystals grown in clean air.
The lack of such reports could be due to the purity of our air source as compared to
that used in previously reported experiments. However, it is interesting that Libbrecht
(2005) reports no change in morphological diversity when only 1 ppm AA was added15

to his growth chamber, in contrast to the observations reported herein. However, the
concentrations reported in Libbrecht (2005) were as calculated for a fixed (static) in-
jection, not measured at the point of crystal growth, and we find considerably smaller
concentrations in the gas phase, even when allowing the acid to flow into the chamber
at a constant rate.20

It is assumed that the acid partitions to the surface of the growing crystal, is solvated,
and partially ionized, and that it exists entirely or largely within the surface layers, or
the QLL of the crystal (Cho et al., 2002; Grannas et al., 2007a, b). The presence of the
AA must then increase the QLL thickness for all temperatures, as well as enable it to
exist below −10◦C, the temperature reported to represent a minimum, below which the25

QLL does not exist for pure water ice (Sadtchenko and Ewing, 2002). Our hypothesis
is that this should cause shifts in the morphological transitions, if the QLL presence or
composition affects the values of α or csat. Figures 8–9 show the morphology diagrams
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constructed from this study. These figures show humidity and AA measurements as
measured at the point of crystal growth. Interpretation of the AA data (Fig. 9) is made
difficult due to the uncertainty of the measurement (±45%), the combination of turbulent
mixing in the chamber, and the continual exchange with the chamber walls (which
quickly become ice coated) and crystals. However, differences in average acid mole5

fraction between the clean air, 0.9 ppm, 3.2, and 4.8 ppm plots (Fig. 9) are readily
observed, in addition to a slight trend of decreasing mole fraction in the chamber with
decreasing chamber temperature, related to the increasing partitioning to the ice or the
walls at low temperatures due to an exponential decrease in the acid’s vapor pressure
(Potter and Ritter, 1954; Stull, 1947; Handbook, Internet Version, 2007).10

There are two distinctly different impacts of AA concentration in the chamber: the
transition from dendrites/plates to needles at −4◦C is not impacted, while the lower
temperature transition from needles to dendrites occurs at progressively lower temper-
atures as the AA concentration increases (Fig. 9). Specifically, transitions from nee-
dles to dendrites, previously reported at −10◦C, were observed to be shifted to colder15

temperatures: −15.3◦C, −18.8◦C, and −23.8◦C, for the 0.9 ppm, 3.2 ppm, 4.8 ppm con-
ditions, respectively. This is interpreted as an indication that the QLL thickness in-
fluences the crystal morphology by influencing facet growth rates, as previously dis-
cussed (Kuroda and Lacmann, 1982; Libbrecht, 2005). As compared to Nakaya’s
diagram, the morphological transitions are significantly shifted to colder temperatures,20

when AA is present, by as much as 14◦C for the 4.8 ppm sample. These observations
can be interpreted in the following way: first, AA concentration has no impact on the
high temperature transition from plates to needles, as the QLL is always present at
this temperature, with a thickness of about 2 nm, or about 5 monolayers for pure water
ice (Sadtchenko and Ewing, 2002). For this transition then, it must be that increasing25

the QLL thickness has no impact on what must occur, i.e. an increasing rate of uptake
for water onto the basal facets relative to the prism facets. Second, there must then
be a mechanism that drives this transition that is independent of the QLL properties.
Carignano et al. (2005) found from a molecular dynamics study that the rate of crystal
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growth onto the relatively rough prism plane decreases with decreasing temperature.
Thus it must be that the uptake rate for the basal plane overtakes that for the prism
plane at −4◦C. Carignano et al. (2005) discuss that growth on the basal plane requires
formation of an in-plane cluster before a layer of ice will grow. At these relatively warm
temperatures water rotation is more facile, and thus as prism facet growth slows with5

decreasing temperature, the basal facet growth becomes dominant. However, it is still
not possible for us to reconcile this with the absence of a transition for crystals grown
in clean air.

For the lower temperature transition it has been hypothesized that the disappearance
of the QLL drives the transition to faster uptake rates onto the prism facets. Presumably,10

the accommodation coefficient for water uptake is faster onto the rougher surface at
or below the temperature of QLL onset. With increasing AA partial pressure, such
a transition would occur at lower temperatures, moving the transition temperature, as
observed. In the absence of impurities, at −10◦C, the surface water molecules become
less disordered, and thus less rotationally mobile, and assembly into the planar growth15

layers becomes slower, and growth onto the rougher prism facet overtakes the rate
onto the basal facet. But, with increasing AA, the QLL remains on the basal facet
to lower temperatures, delaying the transition to relatively faster growth on the prism
plane. Note, the low temperature transition from plates to needles, as seen by Nakaya
at −22◦C, were not observed in this study.20

Cho et al. (2002) have shown that the concentration of ions in the QLL is what would
be expected based on the associated bulk freezing point depression data (Handbook,
Internet Version, 2007). Since the QLL is believed to be present for each crystal grown
in the presence of AA, the freezing point depression data for AA can be used, taking the
freezing point depression to be the temperature of the crystal relative to 0◦C. Table 125

shows the crystal temperature and calculated QLL AA concentration for each of the
AA-dependent transitions.
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3.3 AA uptake and impact on morphology

The QLL thickness can be calculated using Eq. (2), where PA is the AA partial pressure
in torr, Ksurf is the gas to surface partitioning coefficient from Sokolov and Abbott (2002)
in molecules cm−2 torr−1, [A] is the calculated AA concentration (molecules/cm3) from
freezing point depression, and ZQLL is the thickness of the QLL in meters. The uptake5

and mass accommodation coefficient for AA interaction with ice has been recently
studied by Sokolov and Abbatt (2002).

PA · Ksurf

[A] · 100
= ZQLL (2)

Using the Van’t Hoff plot from Sokolov and Abbatt (2002) the uptake for
the −23.8◦C transition case from needles to dendrites can be calculated to10

be 3.9×1017 molecules/cm2/torr. The measured AA equilibrium partial pres-
sure for the −23.8◦C transition temperature was ∼4.6×10−4 torr, yielding an es-
timated uptake of 1.8×1014 molecules/cm2. Using the freezing point depression
(FPD) concentration for this temperature (Handbook, Internet Version, 2007) of
3.4×1021 molecules/cm3 yields an estimated QLL thickness of 0.5 nm, or, roughly 115

monolayer (0.4 nm/monolayer). This may be the approximate thickness limit at which
the morphological transition occurs. At warmer temperatures, the AA concentration
increases, and the uptake rate decreases, yielding an approximate constant thickness
to near −10◦C of 1 monolayer. We note that it is well known that CH3COOH can dimer-
ize at high concentrations/low temperatures (Orlando and Tyndall, 2003). However,20

for −23.8◦C and the observed gas phase concentrations, the fraction of dimers in our
system is ∼0.01%. Additionally, it is important to note that though the acetic acid mole
fractions in our study are higher than those typical of the atmosphere, the acid is still a
minor constituent of the total gas phase composition as compared to water (6700 water
molecules per acid molecule).25
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3.4 Acetic acid/water interactions

It is instructive to understand how the AA molecule interacts with water on a molecu-
lar level, in/with the QLL. The acid dissociation constant in water is 1.7×10−5, and is
likely different in the QLL (Dominé and Rauzy, 2004). Thus, for the acid concentra-
tions typical for the QLL in these experiments, AA is only ∼0.2% dissociated, or less.5

Thus, the impact of adsorbed/dissolved AA on the surface water is mostly due to the
neutral acid. Previous gas phase theoretical work has shown that water strongly hy-
drogen bonds with AA (Aloisio and Francisco, 2000), with bond strengths ranging from
11–14 kcal/mol. Such a bond strength is impressive as it exceeds those formed by
stronger acids (e.g. nitric acid, 7.2 kcal/mol (Aloisio and Francisco, 2000)). More im-10

portantly, it is greater than the strength of the hydrogen bonds between water molecules
(5.58 kcal/mol; Surresh and Naik, 2000). In this way, AA likely interacts with and ex-
tends the thickness of the QLL. Acetic acid is capable of hydrogen bonding wherever it
has a lone pair of electrons on an oxygen atom. The carbonyl oxygen will bond to two
waters (one of which forms a cyclic arrangement between a hydrogen and the carbonyl15

oxygen, and the water’s oxygen and the acidic hydrogen) while the acidic oxygen bonds
with two waters yielding an Ac(H2O)4 structure (J. Francisco, personal communication,
2008).

The AA is expected to remain in the QLL because of its size, polarizability (Byrk
and Haymet, 2004; Cho et al., 2002; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2004;20

Petersen et al., 2005; Jungwirth and Tobias, 2002, 2001, 2000, 2006; Mucha et al.,
2005; Carignano et al., 2007), and because of its hydrophobic methyl group, regardless
of whether or not it has deprotonated. This will yield a high concentration of AA in the
surface layer thereby inducing surface anharmonicity (Fukuta, 1987; Furukawa and
Nada, 1997; Nada and Furukawa, 1997a, b; Wettlaufer, 2001). How molecules such25

as AA impact surface properties is likely important to morphological transitions in the
real atmosphere, where a wide array of polar species, e.g. carboxylic acids (Kawamura
et al., 2001), can undergo uptake and influence the surface properties. It is clear then
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that study of water uptake onto growing snow crystals in the presence of co-adsorbers
should be a priority for this area of inquiry, which is still in its infancy.

4 Conclusions

Acetic acid and humidity at the point of snow crystal growth were measured for the
first time. It was observed that the presence of AA has a profound impact on the5

transition from needles to dendrites, previously reported to occur at −10◦C, with the
transition occurring at progressively lower temperatures as the gas phase AA concen-
tration increases. It was shown that as the acid mole fraction increased the transition
temperatures shifted to colder temperatures, by as much as 15◦C. In contrast, AA has
no impact on the warmer temperature transition from plates to needles. We interpret10

this as related to the impact of AA on the presence of a quasi-liquid layer, which then
impacts the relative rates of water uptake on the two crystal facets, due to the very dif-
ferent growth mechanisms on the two facets Carignano et al. (2005). This seems to be
in support of Kuroda and Lacmann’s hypothesis that the QLL thickness plays a role in
the crystal’s morphology (Kuroda and Lacmann, 1982; Libbrecht, 2005). We find that15

a QLL thickness of only one monolayer is sufficient to impact this morphological transi-
tion. That implies that the surface structure/composition is critical for determining snow
crystal morphology. Given that snow precipitation occurs within a chemically complex
medium, and that it is believed that even organic adsorbates exist within the surface
layer (Grannas et al., 2007a), the presence, nature, and concentration of such adsor-20

bates may well affect snow crystal morphology, particularly for polluted air masses.
This impact should clearly be studied further.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this research are observational, and lim-
ited by the lack of observational understanding of the snow crystal’s surface physics,
and the lack of understanding of the QLL. The QLL has proven difficult to character-25

ize, even on the most basic level of determining its thickness at various temperatures
(Sadtchenko and Ewing, 2002; Döppenschmidt and Butt, 2000; Wei et al., 2002; Wei
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and Shen, 2002; Golecki and Jaccard, 1978). Given that most bulk water thermody-
namic values are non-transferable to the QLL (Dominé and Rauzy, 2004) significant
work regarding the physical and chemical nature of this phase must be done to appro-
priately understand the snow crystal’s surface physics and chemistry.

The QLL remains an enigmatic, yet highly important, part of surface chemistry, re-5

garding which much has been learned, though much yet needs to be done to attain
a greater understanding of the physics of the snow crystal. Though there have been
significant amounts of research conducted to better understand this phase there re-
mains an extreme paucity of understanding in several respects. Herein was reported
the effects of one acid on the morphology, and by association the QLL, while in the at-10

mosphere snow crystals encounter myriad other chemical species, the effects of which
are not currently understood. One can wonder whether Nakaya, a nuclear physicist
sitting on his mountain top some seventy years ago, imagined his study of “nature’s
letter from the sky” (Furukawa, 1997) would yield such a broad reaching interest as it
has.15
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Table 1. Data used for determination of concentration of acid in the QLL. Temperatures in
parentheses are previously observed transition temperatures from Nakaya’s work, partially rep-
resented in Fig. 1.

Gas phase inlet conc., ppm Observed transition T , (◦C) Acid concentration (M)

0.9 −15.3 (−10) 3.70
3.2 −18.8 (−10) 4.53
4.8 −23.8 (−10) 5.71
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Fig. 1. Original morphology diagram displaying crystal morphology as a function of temperature
and water supersaturation as presented by Nakaya (Libbrecht, 2005); reprinted with permission
from Institute of Physics Publisher.
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Chamber Humidity and Temperature Profile
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Fig. 2. Humidity and temperature profiles for the chamber. It can be seen how these parame-
ters change in a non-linear fashion within the chamber.
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Fig. 3. Molecular dynamics simulation representation of the quasi-liquid layer. The Qll can be
seen on both sides of the solid (Carignano et al., 2005); reprinted with permission from Taylor
and Francis Publishers.
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Fig. 4. Crystal chamber schematic as used in the experiment.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the sampling probe. The probe was inserted for sampling
and removed afterward.
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F -2.0 oC

-4.7 oC

-9.4 oC

-14.3 oC

Fig. 6. Pictures of needle-like crystals grown in our chamber, all on a string. Panel (A) shows
hollow needles that were common in the −7 to −15◦C range. Panel (B) shows the long needle
growth that can occur given long growth times (>12 h). Panel (C) shows the distinct transi-
tion from needles to dendrites (indicated by arrow). Panel (D) shows a needle that has grown
through a transition temperature and has started to grow dendritically at its tip. Panels (E)
and (F) show crystals grown in clean air; note the lack of transitions over the entire range (0
to −25◦C). It can be seen in (F) that crystals growing through Nakaya’s transition tempera-
ture display no morphological change. However, dendrites at cold temperatures (−25◦C) were
observed.
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Fig. 7. Pictures of dendritic crystals grown in the chamber in presence of AA. Crystals in panels
(A–E) were grown on string, (F) was grown on the electrode. In (A), (C), and (D) morphology
changes due to the growing crystal crossing a transition temperature are seen.
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Fig. 8. Morphology diagrams from the various AA mixing ratio experiments with the acid mixing
ratio that is introduced into the chamber (this remains constant throughout specified experi-
ment) indicated by each graph’s title. The previously measured transition temperatures from
Nakaya and others, who did not measure air impurity levels or humidity at the point of crys-
tal growth, are represented by the solid line, with our observed shifted transition temperatures
represented by the dash line. General crystal morphologies for the various temperature ranges
are labeled with cartoon ice crystal drawings and are meant to represent the crystals growing
between our observed morphological transition temperatures. Error bars illustrate the standard
deviation of the measurement. Horizontal error bars for data points are omitted due to their
small value (±0.05◦C).
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Fig. 9. Morphology diagrams from the various AA mixing ratio experiments with the acid mixing
ratio that is introduced into the chamber indicated by each graph’s title and the AA measure at
the point of crystal growth plotted as a function of temperature.
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